
HOW TO INCREASE YOUR MARKS

Even the brightest students can sometimes find themselves academically underperforming, often through no fault of
their own. The first step on the road to improving your grades is to turn this negativity on its head. Has there been a
general decline in academic achievement, or have.

Treat them as seriously as you would a real exam, allowing yourself plenty of time to revising for them. Better
still, revise everything you learn as you go along, so that you learn it properly first time round and have less
need for revision. Make Lists and Set Priorities Make a to-do list each week. By regularly taking some small
steps in a few key areas, you will be able to improve not only your grades but also your ability to learn! Write
it all down where you can. The amount of time it takes to read over your lecture notes each week would be 20
minutes at a stretch, yet no one is prepared to actually do it. Work first, play later. By setting a weekly plan
you can identify what you want to accomplish, what tasks you must complete assignments, tests, etc. Use
Memory Aids These are tools that help you to remember information. Spend at least 20 minutes of your study
time in silence. The best way to remember something is to transform it. Have you implemented these five
simple actions? Make notes of any ideas you have as well. When you get to the exam or final assessment for
the subject you will know exactly how many marks you require to get your desired grade. The best part is that
these actions will not take up a lot of your time. If students find seeking help in the presence of their peers
embarrassing, they should take appointments with the teachers and discuss their performance in private. The
first step on the road to improving your grades is to turn this negativity on its head. Thus, studying smart is as
important as studying hard. Check that your plan is realistic and achievable. This is fairly easily fixed by
improving your essay-writing technique. Now that you know the breakdown of marks for each subject, make
sure you.. If you spend 15 minutes for each subject every week to read over your lecture notes it would
amount to an extra hour per week of study! You can do this when you have a break between classes, on the
bus or train ride home. They also need perseverance and determination to complete the task at hand. Set aside
some time to relax, go out with your friends, play a sport, go to the gym, whatever! Lastly, remember to
always be optimistic. Take notes on your own research. Write yourself a daily timetable that incorporates your
school schedule, dividing your day into slots of time and fitting in plenty of time for studying. Start thinking
more about your time management, too, as this will allow you to prioritise your time effectively, freeing time
for problem subjects. They should get the course schedule from their teachers right at the beginning and start
planning their projects and presentations around it. If you are doing subjects that involve presenting a folio or
preparing a presentation, it is still important to do work on the other subject areas. Take a look at your grades
over the last few months and look for patterns. Peer pressure, disturbing atmosphere at home or any other
social situation could affect teenagers adversely. Go on a summer school A final option â€” best taken
alongside the other advice in this article, rather than instead of it â€” is to book yourself onto an academic
summer school. There is always room for improvement. Find the time to do this and you will notice yourself
learning and understanding concepts with ease! Following lessons in the classroom, completing homework on
time, and in short, being sincere with studies alone can make a huge difference towards improving learning
outcomes. This would actually help them stay ahead of their peers and be prepared for the next grade. Start
organising your life Clutter of any kind inhibits our ability to operate efficiently, so another way of improving
your academic performance is to get organised. Leave a comment below to tell us how it improved your
studying. Keep your workspace tidy and all your notes and textbooks organised in such a way that you know
where everything is. Talk Yourself through the Steps Involved One of the things that highly successful
students do is to explain out loud to themselves the steps involved in completing a task.


